
Surface Bus - Daily arrivals of persons on an improved bus since it deals in large part with the walk mode, were not col-
transit system. Consideration was given to Monroe Street as an lected in the JUATS Study. It was therefore necessary that the
exclusive transit route with stations at or near Hemming Park as trip generation and distribution model efforts be manually devel-
called for in the Downtown Plan. oped. The development of the series of trip generation and dis-
Intrastudy Area Vehicular Diversions 1 - It was felt that some of tribution models is described in the "CBD Alternatives, Travel

the projected JUATS vehicle trips originating outside the CBD Demand Analysis Report."

(zones 1-58 and 99) but within the People-Mover Study Area and
destined to locations within the study area would have potential RAPID TRANSIT AND SURFACE BUS TRIPS
to divert to another mode if it were available and convenient to
do so. A major function of a People-Mover System is to serve as a distri-
These distinctions were maintained throughout the modeling butor of persons arriving in the CBD by surface bus and regional
phases because of their differences in distributional attributes rapid transit. The projection of these trips was based on the
and peaking characteristics. assumption of improved service, higher parking costs, higher

bridge tolls, and insufficient roadway capacity to accommodate
In addition to the trip input, an essential element of each model private vehicles.
was the accurate coding and simulation of networks representing
both the street system by which walk trips could be made, and a While there is currently an ongoing Regional Rapid Transit Study
representation of People-Mover Systems superimposed on the being conducted in Jacksonville, it has not progressed sufficiently
walk network. to provide input to the People-Mover Study. Consequently, in-

puts were derived by this study and the results reviewed with the
These networks consisted of a series of links and nodes which mass rapid transit consultant; for purposes of the People-Mover
represented street segments and intersections. Each route on Study, the following considerations would apply:
the system was coded separately so that appropriate running
speeds, transfers, and headways could be simulated. After suf- H There would be one regional rapid transit station at either
ficient checking, the networks were used to accumulate zone- Hemming Park or in the southern portion of the CBD.
to-zone travel times for subsequent models. * All buses would use Monroe Street (the proposed transitway

In the conventional transportation planning process, trip genera- in t h e D ow nt o w n P la n ).

tion and distribution models are developed, calibrated, and Thus, transit passengers had a choice of either walking to their
collected as part of a comprehensive urban study effort. The destination or utilizing a People-Mover System for part of their
trip data required for an analysis of a People-Mover System, walk trip.

Vehicle diversion also takes place in the three categories previously defined (Peripheral
Parkers, Rapid Transit, and Surface Bus); however, these are treated as Interstudy Area
Trips.


